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Abstract— Training Deep neural networks (DNNs) on noisy
labeled datasets is a challenging problem, because learning on
mislabeled examples deteriorates the performance of the net-
work. As the ground truth availability is limited with real-world
noisy datasets, previous papers created synthetic noisy datasets
by randomly modifying the labels of training examples of clean
datasets. However, no final conclusions can be derived by just
using this random noise, since it excludes feature-dependent
noise. Thus, it is imperative to generate feature-dependent noisy
datasets that additionally provide ground truth. Therefore, we
propose an intuitive approach to creating feature-dependent
noisy datasets by utilizing the training predictions of DNNs on
clean datasets that also retain true label information. We refer
to these datasets as ”Pseudo Noisy datasets”. We conduct several
experiments to establish that Pseudo noisy datasets resemble
feature-dependent noisy datasets across different conditions.
We further randomly generate synthetic noisy datasets with
the same noise distribution as that of Pseudo noise (referred
as ”Randomized Noise”) to empirically show that i) learning is
easier with feature-dependent label noise compared to random
noise, ii) irrespective of noise distribution, Pseudo noisy datasets
mimic feature-dependent label noise and iii) current training
methods are not generalizable to feature-dependent label noise.
Therefore, we believe that Pseudo noisy datasets will be quite
helpful to study and develop robust training methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have demonstrated excel-
lent performance in several tasks such as image classifica-
tion [1], object detection [2] and several others, owing to
the increasing size of training datasets [3] and advanced
architectures [4]. However, the labeling process of the large
datasets results in a large number of mislabeled examples
in several application fields such as medical imaging [5],
generative networks [6], etc. As a result, the generalization
error increases, as the DNN learns on the mislabeled training
examples [7]. Therefore, reducing the generalization error
while training DNNs with noisy labeled datasets has become
prominent work [8], [9]. Mislabeled examples are referred to
as noise or label noise throughout this paper.

It is common practice to understand the learning behavior
of clean and noisy examples using ground truth, i.e., true la-
bels of training examples [10]–[13]. But unfortunately, most
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of the real-world noisy datasets do not provide ground truth
[14]. So, previous papers created synthetic noisy datasets by
randomly changing the true labels of some training examples
in clean datasets with distributions such as symmetric and
asymmetric while preserving ground truth [15]–[17].

Several observations and training methods have emerged
by exploiting these synthetic noisy datasets. However, [18]
pointed out a few contradictory findings and suggested
that these methods might not be generalizable to realistic
noisy datasets. For example, one such finding is that the
generalization error increases, as the DNNs fit the noisy
examples [7]. On the contrary, [19] shows that the DNNs
can perform well even in the presence of label noise, when
a slightly different noise distribution is adopted. Similarly,
another popular small-loss observation becomes less effective
with varying noise distributions [20].

On the other hand, based on these contradictory findings,
[14] suggests that the label noise problem should be treated
as three different sub problems, as each type has different
characteristics. Specifically, in the order of increasing com-
plexity, they are symmetric (random mislabeling), asymmet-
ric (class-dependent) and feature-dependent (realistic) label
noises.

Most of the current research is limited to symmetric and
asymmetric noisy datasets due to the lack of ground truth
with real world noisy datasets. Consequently, it is imperative
to generate feature-dependent noisy datasets that additionally
provide ground truth to study and develop robust training
methods [21].

A. Analyzing learning behavior of label noise

DNNs learn easier patterns first and fit harder patterns
in the later stages of training [22]. We utilize this fact to
distinguish among the three noise categories (symmetric,
asymmetric and feature-dependent noise) and, more im-
portantly to understand the learning behavior of feature-
dependent label noise.

The noise is uniformly distributed among all the classes in
symmetric noise, resembling the case of labelers randomly
annotating the dataset [23]. Thus, the network needs to learn
harder patterns to fit the randomly mislabeled examples.
Since, the network fits on harder patterns in the later stages
of training, easier patterns mostly refer to clean examples.
Consequently, distinguishing between the clean and noisy
examples with learning behavior of DNNs is easier with
symmetric noise.

Distinguishing between the clean and noisy examples be-
comes harder with asymmetric noise compared to symmetric
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Fig. 1. Label recall (left), Accuracy (right) for symmetric on CIFAR-10
(top), Red-Mini-ImageNet (bottom) for τ = 0.2 with ResNet32.

noise, as the noise is randomly distributed with just one
class in an attempt to mimic the structure of realistic label
noise. This can be related to real world noise caused by inex-
perienced labelers annotating the dataset, where only some
randomness is introduced. For example, Red-MiniImageNet
[18] real world noisy dataset belongs to this category. The
authors have collected 161105 images by entering the 100
class names of Mini-ImageNet dataset in a Google search,
and verified the labels by multiple human annotators. The
verification process showed that there are 54,400 images
with incorrect labels. Now, to create a τ% noisy training
dataset, τ% of the original training images in the Mini-
ImageNet dataset are randomly replaced by web images with
incorrect labels. For testing, 5000 images in the ILSVRC12
validation set are used.

We plot the label recall (left) and accuracy (right) of
symmetric noise and Red-MiniImageNet noisy dataset in Fig.
1. The experimental details are provided in section IV. With
symmetric noise (top plots), it can be observed in the top
left plot that the network learns on clean examples LRclean
(blue line) at a higher rate initially, while learning on noisy
examples LRnoisy (orange line) remains minimal, obtaining
the maximum test accuracy MOTA (vertical green line) in
the initial stages of training. As the LRnoisy increases in the
later stages of training, the test accuracy in the top right plot
(orange line) keeps dropping after MOTA.

For Red-MiniImageNet noisy dataset, it can be observed
in the bottom left plot that the network learns on both clean
and noisy examples from the beginning of the training, unlike
the symmetric noise. However, the rate of learning on noisy
examples (orange line) is much lower compared to clean
examples. As a result, the test accuracy keeps dropping after
MOTA, as the train accuracy increases.

On the other hand, we noticed in Fig. 2, a different
test accuracy behavior with ANIMAL-10N [20] real world
noisy dataset, where the mislabeling happens only between
confusing classes. It can be observed that both train and test

Fig. 2. Accuracy on ANIMAL-10N with CNN9.

accuracy are nearly constant in the later stages of training.
So, the MOTA doesn’t have much significance, since the
test accuracy at the end of the training is also the same as
that of test accuracy at MOTA. Unfortunately, the learning
behavior of clean and noisy examples cannot be monitored,
as the ground truth is not provided. However, based on the
learning behavior observed in Fig. 1, we believe that this test
accuracy behavior results when the network simultaneously
learns on clean and noisy examples at a higher rate from the
beginning of the training.

With feature-dependent label noise, as the mislabeled
examples occur due to similarities between the features, the
network can easily fit both clean and noisy examples from the
beginning of training. In other words, easier patterns refer
to both clean and noisy examples with feature-dependent
label noise. Thus, distinguishing between clean and noisy
examples based on learning behavior of DNNs is much
harder. This analysis suggests the hypothesis that the network
should easily fit the training examples with feature-dependent
label noise compared to random noise.

B. Overview of our work

In this work, we establish a new class of noisy datasets
called Pseudo noisy datasets. We refer to these as Pseudo
noisy datasets because, we utilize the predictions of a DNN
on the training examples of any clean dataset to create noisy
datasets of desired noise rates. Thus, Pseudo noisy datasets
can render true label information similar to the synthetic
noisy datasets. However, it is important to emphasize that, in
synthetic noisy datasets, a noise distribution is first chosen
to randomly generate noisy labels. On the other hand, with
Pseudo noisy datasets, noisy labels in fact arise due to
an underlying learning misconception of the DNN. Thus,
we claim that the Pseudo noisy datasets would be closer
to feature-dependent label noise. We conduct several ex-
periments to show that our created Pseudo noisy datasets
resemble feature-dependent noisy datasets.

We further randomly generate synthetic noisy datasets by
obtaining the noise distributions from Pseudo noisy datasets
to fairly compare random and feature-dependent label noise.
For convenience, we call the synthetic noisy datasets with
the same noise distribution as that of Pseudo noisy datasets
as Randomized noisy datasets.

We employ the learning behavior of DNNs on Random-
ized and Pseudo noisy datasets to i) prove our hypothesis
that learning is easier with feature-dependent label noise
compared to random noise and ii) prove that Pseudo noisy



datasets imitate the feature-dependent label noise irrespective
of the noise distribution.

Finally, we empirically show that the existing noise-robust
training methods are not generalizable to feature-dependent
label noise. Thus, we believe that Pseudo noisy datasets will
be quite helpful in developing effective training methods.

II. RELATED WORK

Our paper focuses on label noise, especially Pseudo noise.
To the best of our knowledge, pseudo labels have been used
for training in the past [24]–[26], but they have never been
utilized to create feature-dependent noisy datasets.

Web label noise and synthetic noise are closely related
to our paper. In web noisy datasets, labeling is often per-
formed by crowd sourcing [27], online queries [28], etc. For
example, several clothing images are gathered from online
shopping websites and labels are automatically assigned from
surrounding texts in Clothing1M noisy dataset [9]. A few
other widely used web noisy datasets are ANIMAL-10N
[20], Food101N [29] and WebVision [30]. However, these
noisy datasets either do not provide ground truth or only a
small clean validation set is available. Therefore, synthetic
noisy datasets are exploited to develop different training
methods.

One common approach is to select clean samples and
train the network on the selected samples [31]–[33]. A
few methods correct the loss function based on the noise
estimation [16] and [34], and assigning higher weights to
clean samples [35] and [29]. Some research focuses on i)
developing noise-robust loss functions [17], [36] and [37], ii)
identifying an early training stop point [10], [13] and [38]
and iii) semi-supervised learning [18] and [39]. However,
the conclusions cannot be derived using these synthetic
noisy datasets as they are just random noise [18]. Therefore,
[14], [40] and [41] developed label-corruption algorithms to
synthetically create feature dependent noisy datasets.

For example, the authors of [14] synthetically generated
feature-dependent noise, where the probability of mislabeling
depends on the similarities in features of training examples.
However, it can be observed in the left plot of Fig. 3
that the learning on noisy examples (orange line left plot)
increases in the later stages of training, not satisfying the
previously discussed learning behavior of feature-dependent
label noise. Therefore, we create feature-dependent noisy
datasets where the network significantly learns on both clean
and noisy examples from the beginning of training. Our
proposed approach also allows other researchers to easily
create their own feature-dependent noisy datasets.

III. PSEUDO AND RANDOMIZED NOISY DATASETS

A. Motivation of Pseudo noise

The key idea of developing Pseudo noisy datasets is
inspired from the following human analogy. A person anno-
tating a given dataset is likely to label an example correctly or
incorrectly based on his proficiency (expert, trainee, etc.). For
example, i) the labeler might be unable to distinguish among
examples of different classes with similar features, ii) the

labeler might find a specific class difficult to classify, etc. So,
labelers with diverse expertise will annotate the same dataset
with different percentages of noise rate and distributions.

Now, we relate the labeler to a DNN. The labels of
a dataset annotated by a person with no prior knowledge
is analogous to the predictions of a DNN with initialized
weights. Furthermore, the DNN’s weights at subsequent
epochs can be comparable to expertise of different labelers.
Therefore, we believe that the prior knowledge of a labeler
can be equivalent to the learning distribution of the DNN
on a training dataset (represented by the weights of the
DNN). In other words, a labeler will annotate examples of
a given dataset correctly or incorrectly based on their prior
knowledge. Similarly, the expected prediction of the DNN
on a new dataset will follow the distribution of the learning
on the training dataset.

Based on this analysis, we can utilize the prediction errors
of the DNNs on the training dataset to create noisy datasets.
Thus, we train a DNN on a dataset with known ground truth
and store the predictions of the network for each epoch.
We further select the predictions at specific percentages of
training accuracy to create Pseudo noisy datasets of desired
noise rates. Therefore, the examples are mislabeled due to
underlying learning misconception of DNN in Pseudo noisy
datasets. Thus, we claim that the Pseudo noisy datasets would
be closer to the feature-dependent label noise. Later, we will
experimentally support this claim.

B. Pseudo noise generation

We select the predictions of the network on training
examples at 1-τ % training accuracy to create a Pseudo noisy
dataset with a noise rate of τ . However, it should be noted
that, 1-τ % training accuracy can be obtained at multiple
epochs resulting in several Pseudo noisy datasets with the
same noise rate τ . Specifically, two factors vary in such noisy
datasets with identical τ: the, i) distribution of clean exam-
ples and ii) distribution of training examples, for each class.
Thus, we define two parameters α and β , which measure the
distribution of clean examples and training examples over all
the classes respectively, to create Pseudo noisy datasets with
identical τ and distinct noise distributions, as shown in Table
I. This can be related to creating different types of synthetic
noisy datasets (symmetric and asymmetric) with identical τ .

Let Ŷ and Y represent the true labels and noisy labels
of training examples respectively in a Pseudo noisy dataset.
Let Ni j denote the noise distribution, where i represents the

Fig. 3. Label recall (left), Accuracy (right) for Feature-dependent noise
on CIFAR-10 τ = 0.2 with ResNet32.



TABLE I
TWO NOISE DISTRIBUTIONS OF 0.2 τ .

Ŷ Y
A B C D

A 0.86 0.04 0.06 0.04
B 0.1 0.77 0.07 0.06
C 0.08 0.13 0.68 0.11
D 0 0.06 0.1 0.84

Ŷ Y
A B C D

A 0.81 0.11 0.04 0.04
B 0.02 0.98 0 0
C 0.32 0.09 0.53 0.06
D 0.08 0.04 0 0.88

TABLE II
ALPHA AND BETA VALUES IN OUR EXPERIMENTS.

Dataset CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
0.2 0.5 0.2 0.5

α 0.15 0.21 0.12 0.22
β 0.31 0.4 0.29 0.78

true class and j denotes the corresponding class in Y. α is
calculated by taking the standard deviation (σ ) of Ni j at i= j,
for all classes. Similarly, β is found by calculating the σ of
distribution of training examples with reference to Y for each
class, represented by N j. In simple words, N j is obtained by
calculating the column-wise sum of Ni j.

α = σ(diag(Ni j)) β = σ(N j) (1)

In this work, we conduct experiments with shown α and
β values in Table II.

C. Randomized noise generation

To generate Randomized noisy datasets, examples are
mislabeled by following a predetermined noise distribution
obtained from Pseudo noisy datasets. Therefore, both Ran-
domized and Pseudo noisy datasets have the exact same Ni j
(either left or right Table I). However, the key difference is
in the mislabeled examples. In Randomized noise, examples
to be mislabeled are randomly picked, whereas in Pseudo
noise, mislabeling of examples will occur due to underlying
learning misconception of the DNN.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We train the network with the Adam optimizer, momentum
of 0.9, batch size of 128 for 200 epochs with ResNet32 archi-
tecture. The initial learning rate is set to 0.001 and multiplied
by 0.5, 0.25, 0.1 at 20, 30 and 40 epochs respectively for
all our experiments. We create several Pseudo noisy datasets
of varied noise rates τ from two clean benchmark datasets:
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100.

Metrics: Clean label recall at each epoch is calculated by
dividing the total number of correctly predicted clean exam-
ples at that epoch over the total number of clean examples
in the dataset. Likewise, noisy label recall is calculated. Let
LRclean and LRnoisy denote the vectors of clean and noisy
label recall values respectively for all the epochs.

A. Evaluation of Pseudo noise

We plot the label recall and accuracy of Randomized (top)
and Pseudo (bottom) noise in Fig.4. It can be observed in
the top left plot that LRnoisy remains minimal in the initial
stages of training similar to symmetric noise (Fig. 1). As the

Fig. 4. Label recall (left) and Accuracy (right) on CIFAR-10 with ResNet32
for τ = 0.2: Symmetric (top), Randomized (middle) and Pseudo (bottom).

Fig. 5. Label recall (left) and Accuracy (right) on CIFAR-100 with
ResNet32 for τ = 0.5: Randomized (top) and Pseudo (bottom).

LRnoisy increases in the later stages, the test accuracy keeps
dropping as shown in the top right plot.

Pseudo noise on the other hand exhibits a different learn-
ing behavior as can be seen in the bottom plots. It can
be observed that the network fits both clean (LRclean) and
noisy (LRnoisy) examples from the beginning of the training
at a higher rate with Pseudo noise. Consequently, it can be
noticed that the test accuracy (bottom right) does not vary
much in the later stages of training. This clearly satisfies the
previously discussed learning behavior of feature-dependent
label noise.

It should be noted that the τ and noise distribution in
the top and bottom plots are exactly the same. The only
difference is that the examples are randomly mislabeled in
Randomized noise, whereas examples are mislabeled due to
underlying misconception of DNN in Pseudo noise.

The above discussed learning behavior of DNNs on Ran-
domized and Pseudo noise is consistent across different
conditions: i) higher τ and harder dataset (Fig. 5), ii) different



Fig. 6. Label recall (left) and Accuracy (right) on CIFAR-100 for τ = 0.5
Pseudo: CNN9 (top) and ResNet110 (bottom).

Fig. 7. Label recall (left) and Accuracy (right) on CIFAR-10 for τ = 0.2
Pseudo with ResNet32: constant learning rate (top) and decay 2 (bottom).

architectures (Fig. 6) and iii) varying learning rate (Fig. 7).
The top plot of Fig. 7 is with constant initial learning rate
(0.001), while the bottom plot is obtained when the initial
learning rate is multiplied by 0.1 at 80, 120, 160 epochs and
0.5 at 180th epoch (referred as decay 2 in figure). Note that
the drop towards the end is due to the change in learning rate.
These results clearly indicates that Pseudo noisy datasets
resemble feature-dependent noisy datasets.

B. Validity of Pseudo noise

In the plots (Fig 4-5), we previously noticed that the
learning behavior of Randomized noisy datasets doesn’t
resemble feature-dependent noise. This suggests that the
noisy datasets created with predetermined noise distributions
don’t mimic the feature-dependent label noise, even when the
noise distribution is same as Pseudo noise.

On the other hand, we verify the learning behavior of
Pseudo noise when the noise distribution is similar to sym-
metric noise. It can be observed in Fig. 8 (α = 0.11, β

= 0.15) that the network still learns on both clean and

Fig. 8. Accuracy with ResNet32: CIFAR-10 for τ = 0.18 Pseudo (left).

noisy examples from the beginning of training. This clearly
shows that irrespective of the noise distribution, Pseudo noisy
datasets are feature-dependent noisy datasets.

C. Learning is easier with feature-dependent label noise

We further utilize the learning behavior of DNNs to
support our hypothesis that learning is easier with feature-
dependent label noise compared to Random noise.

It can be observed in the top plots of Fig.5 that the
training accuracy (top right blue line) of Randomized noise
for harder dataset CIFAR-100 and higher noise rate τ of 0.5
is very low, as the network needs to learn harder patterns
to find relationship among the clean examples and randomly
mislabeled examples. As a result, the network fits mostly
clean examples in the initial stages.

On the other hand, the right bottom plot of Fig.5 clearly
show that the training accuracy is higher for Pseudo noise
despite harder dataset and higher noise rate. This indicates
that the network can easily fit both clean and noisy examples
by learning easier patterns from the beginning of training, as
the mislabeling is caused due to underlying misconception
of the DNN. Therefore, this proves that learning with Pseudo
noisy datasets (feature-dependent label noise) is much easier
compared to random noisy datasets.

D. Comparison of existing noise-robust training methods

In this section, we compare several existing training meth-
ods on Pseudo and Randomized noise with CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100 on different τ values as shown in Table III. In
particular, we compare the following broad approaches: i)
sample selection methods (Co-teaching [15] and INCV [42]),
ii) loss correction methods (F-correction [16], Bootsoft [25]
and Joint [26]), iii) robust loss functions (SCE [17] and GCE
[36]), iv) early stopping (AutoTSP [13] and NHA [38]) and
v) standard training without early stopping (Standard).

We note the test accuracy and label recall at two points:
MOTA (where maximum test accuracy is obtained) and final
epoch (referred as MOTA/ final epoch in the Table) for all
the approaches, except the early stopping methods (accuracy
at stop point is reported).

As discussed earlier, the MOTA and the end test accuracy
of Standard method drastically vary for Randomized noise,
while the variance is small for Pseudo noise. It can also be
observed that the MOTA obtained for Randomized noise is
much higher than the Pseudo for CIFAR-10 dataset, because
higher noisy label recall is obtained for Pseudo compared
to Randomized noise as shown in Table IV. However, the



TABLE III
AVERAGE TEST ACCURACY (%, 3 RUNS) COMPARISON OF RANDOMIZED AND PSEUDO NOISE WITH RESNET32 (MAXIMUM/FINAL TEST ACCURACY).

Dataset CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
Noise rate 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.5
Noise type Randomized Pseudo Randomized Pseudo Randomized Pseudo Randomized Pseudo

Standard 84.37/76.75 78.85/75.17 70.13/56.74 52.49/50.99 57.63/52.13 58.71/56.75 43.4/36.26 45.23/44.35
Co-teaching [15] 88.45/88.01 80.1/79.07 67.26/67.11 51.1/50.32 62.41/62.08 61.08/60.97 45.4/44.85 44/43.59
INCV [42] 88.13/87.71 78.78/77.69 68.4/68.3 52.25/51.22 58.29/58.07 60.25/60 40.12/40 44.4/43.57
F-correction [16] 84.72/76.7 78.35/74.67 68.82/54.85 53.62/51.06 56.95/53.02 58.73/56.76 43.72/35.39 44.6/42.9
SCE [17] 83.78/82.32 78.22/73.79 66.02/64.77 52.14/50.99 54.6/53.41 55.15/54.53 40.37/38.44 42.67/41.92
GCE [36] - 79.57/74.81 - 52.56/50.23 - 57.04/55.12 42.26/40.6 44.55/41.38
Joint [26] 86.7/80.96 79.01/74.01 78.56/68.11 53.43/51.37 57.33/54.25 58.59/57.73 49.13/44.18 46.77/43.96
Bootsoft [25] 84.46/75.41 78.83/77.16 68.34/57.84 52.52/51.31 57.96/52.13 58.71/56.71 44/38.24 44.89/43.73
AutoTSP [13] 81.21 75.51 63.32 52.49 55.73 56.44 43.29 44.06
NHA [38] 81.07 74 64.61 42.24 52.13 56.3 39.33 35.57

TABLE IV
NOISY LABEL RECALL OF RANDOMIZED AND PSEUDO NOISE AT MAXIMUM/ FINAL TEST ACCURACY WITH RESNET32.

Dataset CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
Noise rate 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.5
Noise type Randomized Pseudo Randomized Pseudo Randomized Pseudo Randomized Pseudo

Standard 0.12/0.49 0.78/0.9 0.14/0.45 0.76/0.84 0.11/0.32 0.53/0.76 0.14/0.3 0.65/0.82
Co-teaching [15] 0.09/0.12 0.48/0.67 0.13/0.14 0.46/0.61 0.07/0.19 0.31/0.62 0.09/0.2 0.31/0.54

SCE [17] 0.09/0.16 0.65/0.74 0.13/0.19 0.71/0.75 0.07/0.13 0.34/0.51 0.13/0.22 0.54/0.68

maximum test accuracy is similar for both Pseudo and Ran-
domized with CIFAR-100. It is likely because, generalization
becomes harder for higher number of classes.

Among the existing training methods that we compared,
it can be observed that the sample selection methods outper-
form all the others on both Pseudo and Randomized noise.
Specifically, co-teaching consistently achieves higher test ac-
curacy across different noise ratios and datasets, while INCV
becomes inaccurate with higher number of classes. It can be
further observed that the generalization performance is not
improved than Standard with the remaining approaches for
both Pseudo and Randomized noise. It is likely because, the
methods are sensitive to small perturbations in their assumed
noise distributions. Among these remaining methods, i) the
test accuracy of SCE remains consistent from MOTA till
the end of training across different cases, while it keeps
dropping for other methods much like Standard training
and ii) AutoTSP achieves higher accuracy at the end of
training for 0.5 τ on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 than the
other approaches, with just finding a training stop point on
Standard training, unlike the remaining approaches which
modify the training framework.

As previously mentioned, co-teaching achieves higher test
accuracy than the Standard even for Pseudo noise. However,
the LRnoisy in Table IV implies that co-teaching still signif-
icantly learns on noisy examples with Pseudo noise, while
it remains minimal with Randomized noise. This indicates
that the current training methods are not generalizable to

feature-dependent noisy datasets.
These results altogether substantiate the significance of

Pseudo noise. We believe that our proposed Pseudo noisy
datasets together with the ground truth information can be
utilized to study and develop robust training methods with
feature-dependent label noise.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed Pseudo noisy datasets by
utilizing the predictions of DNNs that also provide ground
truth to effectively study feature-dependent label noise. We
first established through the learning behavior of DNNs that
Pseudo noisy datasets mimic feature-dependent label noise
across different conditions, where distinguishing between
clean and noisy examples is harder. We further generated
a Randomized noise with the same noise distribution as
that of Pseudo noise and empirically showed that i) learn-
ing is easier with feature-dependent label noise compared
to random noise, ii) regardless of the noise distribution,
pseudo noisy datasets resemble feature-dependent label noise
and iii) several existing noise-robust training methods are
not generalizable to feature-dependent (Pseudo) label noise.
Therefore, we believe that our proposed approach will allow
other researchers to create their own feature-dependent noisy
datasets effortlessly in various domains in order to develop
effective training methods.
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